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Abstract—Subjectivity analysis focuses on the automatic extraction of private states in natural language. In this paper, we explore
methods for generating subjectivity analysis resources in a new language by leveraging on the tools and resources available in
English. Given a bridge between English and the selected target language (e.g., a bilingual dictionary or a parallel corpus), the
methods can be used to rapidly create tools for subjectivity analysis in the new language.
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INTRODUCTION

S

UBJECTIVITY ANALYSIS, the automatic extraction of information related to attitudes, opinions, and sentiments
in text, is a rapidly growing area of Natural Language
Processing (NLP). To date, a large number of NLP
applications have employed techniques for automatic subjectivity analysis, including automatic expressive text-tospeech synthesis [1], tracking sentiment timelines in online
forums and news [2], [3], mining opinions from product
reviews [4], question answering [5], and summarization [6].
Much of the work in subjectivity analysis has been
applied to English data. In general, efforts to build
subjectivity analysis tools for other languages have been
hampered by the high cost involved in creating corpora and
lexical resources for a new language. Despite this aspect,
work on other languages is growing: e.g., Japanese data are
used in [7], [8], [9], Chinese data are used in [10], and
German data are used in [11]. In addition, several
participants in the Chinese and Japanese opinion extraction
tasks of NTCIR-6 [12] performed subjectivity and sentiment
analysis in languages other than English.
As only 29.4 percent of Internet users speak English,1 it is
important to focus on subjectivity research in other
languages as well. This goal can initially be met through
leveraging on the laboriously developed resources and tools
available in English, thus avoiding expending valuable
resources at this preliminary stage. Later on, unique
structures appearing in individual languages can be
employed to detect more subtle subjectivity clues. For

1. www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm, June 30, 2008.
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example, in languages such as Chinese, researchers have
been looking at the ability of characters to carry sentiment
information. In Romanian, due to markers of politeness,
formal and informal registers, and inflected verbal modes,
experiments have hinted that subjectivity detection may be
easier to achieve. These additional sources of information
may not be available across all languages, yet, ultimately
investigating a synergistic approach to detecting subjectivity and sentiment in multiple languages at the same time,
may trigger improvements not only in the other languages,
but in English as well, as research conducted by [13], [14],
[15], [16] suggests. This paper explores the initial link in
the chain, by employing a multilingual path to extrapolate
resources available in English in a target language.
Note that although one could initially rely only on machine
translation to produce basic sentiment and subjectivity
analysis methods in another language, this does not
circumvent the need to build resources that are specific to
the task such as sentiment and subjectivity tools and
lexicons. The translation-based method is static, it cannot
be easily expanded and improved, and is entirely dependent on improvements in machine translation, while the
task-specific resources can be used as an initial step to build
increasingly accurate tools that also account for the specifics
of the target language.

1.1 Background
Before we describe our research goals and experiments, we
first provide some background about subjectivity analysis.
Subjective expressions [17] are words and phrases used to
express private states, where private states are mental and
emotional states such as speculations, evaluations, sentiments, and beliefs [18]. Following are some examples, with
subjective expressions in bold [19]:
1. His alarm grew.
2. He absorbed the information quickly.
Polarity (also called semantic orientation) is also important
for NLP applications in sentiment analysis and opinion
extraction. In review mining, for example, we want to know
whether an opinion about a product is positive or negative.
Even so, there are strong motivations for a separate
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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subjective/objective (S/O) classification as well. First,
expressions may be subjective but not have any particular
polarity. An example given by Wilson et al. [20] is Jerome
says the hospital feels no different than a hospital in the states.
An NLP application system may want to find a wide range
of private states attributed to a person, such as their
motivations, thoughts, and speculations, in addition to their
positive and negative sentiments.
Second, distinguishing subjective and objective instances
has often proven to be more difficult than subsequent
polarity classification. Researchers have found this at
various levels of analysis, including the manual annotation
of phrases [8], sentiment classification of phrases [20],
sentiment tagging of words [21], and sentiment tagging of
word senses [22]. Thus, effective methods for S/O classification promise to improve performance for sentiment
analysis. Researchers in sentiment analysis have realized
benefits by decomposing the problem into S/O and polarity
classification [5], [23], [20], [11]. One reason is that different
features may be relevant for the two subproblems. For
example, negation features are more important for polarity
classification than for subjectivity classification. A promising approach is twofold: classifying instances as objective or
subjective, and further classifying the subjective instances
by polarity. The paper addresses the first of these subproblems. However, because the subproblems are interrelated,
we consider both when discussing previous work below.
This paper is primarily concerned with detecting the
presence of subjectivity. Many approaches to this problem
rely on subjectivity lexica, groups of words and phrases that
have subjective usages. Such lexica may be formed
manually, such as the General Inquirer [24], or they may
be created using automatic processes.
Several methods have been proposed for learning
subjective words (also known as words with semantic
orientation, opinion bearing words, sentiment bearing words,
and so on). In early work, Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown
[25] exploit linguistic constraints on the semantic orientations of adjectives used in conjunctions: In the construct
<adjective> and <adjective>, the adjectives must be the
same polarity. We can view the pattern <adjective-knownto-be-positive> and <adjective> as an extraction pattern
for finding positive adjectives (similarly for negative ones).
This idea was later extended by several other researchers,
including Turney and Littman [26], who use five patterns
to extract positive and negative words; Gamon and Aue
[27], who exploit the constraint that words of opposite
polarity tend not to occur in the same sentence; Kanayama
and Nasukawa [9], who exploit the tendency for the same
polarities to appear successively in context; and Riloff
et al. [28], who identify extraction patterns for subjective
nouns automatically.
Lexicon entries need not be single words. First, the
entries may be phrases. The authors of [29], [30] first
experimented with n-grams, and the authors of [31], [32]
proposed methods for automatically identifying subjective
clues that are lexico-syntactic patterns rather than individual words or n-grams. Since then, pattern representations
of subjective expressions have become more common
(e.g., [9], [33], [34]). Second, lexicon entries may be word
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senses, to capture the ambiguity of words with both
subjective and objective (or both positive and negative)
senses [19], [22].
How are subjectivity lexicons used to recognize subjective sentences or documents? They may be exploited in
rule-based approaches that calculate scores reflecting the
presence of clues (e.g., [35]), or they may be used in
machine-learning approaches that include features built on
the lexicon entries (e.g., [32], [20]).
Subjectivity lexicons are not required; it is also common
to build machine learning systems using features based only
on the training data (e.g., [29]). Our experiments involve
both lexicon-based and purely corpus-based approaches.

1.2 Research Questions
In this paper, we explore methods for generating subjectivity analysis resources in a new language by leveraging
on the tools and resources available in English.
We seek to answer the following questions: First,
assuming a subjectivity annotated English lexicon, can we
use machine translation to generate a high-quality lexical
resource in the target language? Second, if we translate a
small number of seeds from this subjectivity lexicon, can we
grow the set while maintaining the quality of the lexicon in
the target language? Third, if an English corpus manually
annotated for subjectivity is available, can we use machine
translation to generate a subjectivity-annotated corpus in
the target language and train a subjectivity classifier in the
target language? Fourth, assuming the availability of a tool
for automatic subjectivity analysis in English, can we
generate a corpus annotated for subjectivity in the target
language by using automatic subjectivity annotations of
English text or automatic annotations of automatic parallel
text generated through machine translation; can these
automatically generated corpora be used to train a subjectivity classifier in the target language?
1.3 Paper Contributions
Our work focuses on leveraging three types of resources
developed for English: Subjectivity annotated lexicons,
manually annotated corpora for subjectivity, and automatic
subjectivity annotation tools. To demonstrate the portability
of the methods we explore, we run several experiments on
two different languages, Romanian and Spanish.
Subjectivity annotated lexicons. We focus on two potential
paths to leverage on subjectivity annotated lexicons. One is
based on attempting to automatically translate a source
language lexicon into the target language by using a
bridging multilingual dictionary. The resources required
by this experiment are an annotated subjectivity lexicon and
a multilingual dictionary. The second one is based on
selecting a small set of subjective seeds from the source
language lexicon and manually translating them into the
target language. We can then expand the lexicon by solely
using material in the target language through a bootstrapping mechanism. This scenario requires the availability of a small set of subjective seeds, an electronic dictionary
and a raw corpus.
Manually annotated corpora for subjectivity. We propose
leveraging on a corpus manually annotated for subjectivity
at the sentence level. To create a version of the corpus in the
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target language, we employ a statistical machine translation
engine that allows transfer between the source and target
language. Since the resulting corpus in the target language
is not annotated, we project the human annotations from
the source corpus onto the machine translated corpus in the
target language. The resulting annotated corpus can then be
used to train a machine learning algorithm and, therefore,
create an automatic subjectivity analysis tool in the target
language. This experimental setup requires the availability
of a manually annotated corpus for subjectivity in the target
language, as well as a machine translation engine between
the source and the target language.
Subjectivity annotation tools. This scenario explores the
potential of using parallel text paired with an automatic tool
for subjectivity analysis to generate subjectivity annotated
text in the target language. We look at the differences
between employing manual parallel text as well as parallel
text generated automatically through machine translation.
The annotated corpus developed in the target language will
be able to act as a training data set for a machine learning
algorithm. This setup requires either a manually translated
parallel text, or data either in the source or target language
paired with a machine translation engine.

1.4 Source Language Resources
We introduce below the individual English resources that
this work employs to conduct subjectivity analysis in a
target language.
OpinionFinder subjectivity lexicon. The subjectivity lexicon
we use is employed in OpinionFinder [36], an English
subjectivity analysis system which, among other things,
classifies sentences as subjective or objective. The lexicon
was compiled from manually developed resources augmented with entries learned from corpora. It contains 6,856
unique entries, out of which 990 are multiword expressions.
The entries in the lexicon have been labeled for part-ofspeech and for reliability. Those that appear most often in
subjective contexts are considered strong clues of subjectivity, while those that appear less often, but still more often
than expected by chance, are labeled weak, and the
remaining are considered neutral. Each entry in the lexicon
is extended by a group of fields that provide additional
information, such as length, polarity, part-of-speech, stem,
source, and so on.
MPQA. The MPQA corpus [17] is a collection of 535
English-language news articles from a variety of news
sources manually annotated for subjectivity. Although the
corpus was originally annotated at clause and phrase level,
we use the sentence-level annotations associated with the
data set [37]. From the total of 9,700 sentences in this corpus,
55 percent of the sentences are labeled as subjective while
the rest are objective.
OpinionFinder. OpinionFinder [36] is a system that
automatically annotates the subjectivity of new text based
on the presence (or absence) of words or phrases in a large
lexicon. OpinionFinder includes both a high-precision, rulebased classifier and a high-coverage, machine learning
classifier. The high-precision classifier uses the clues of a
subjectivity lexicon to harvest subjective and objective
sentences from a large amount of unannotated text; this
data are then used to automatically identify a set of
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TABLE 1
Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-Measure (F)
for the Two OpinionFinder Classifiers, as
Measured on the English MPQA Corpus

extraction patterns, which are then used iteratively to
identify a larger set of subjective and objective sentences.
The high-precision classifier is also used to automatically
produce an English labeled data set, which is used in turn to
train the high-coverage subjectivity classifier. Table 1 shows
the performance of the two OpinionFinder classifiers as
measured on the MPQA corpus [17].
SemCor. As a raw corpus, we use a subset of the English
SemCor corpus [38], consisting of 107 documents with
roughly 11,000 sentences. This is a balanced corpus covering a number of topics in sports, politics, fashion,
education, and others. The reason for working with this
collection is the fact that we also have a manual translation
of the SemCor documents from English into one of the
target languages used in the experiments (Romanian),
which enables comparative evaluations of different scenarios (see Section 4.3).
The paper is organized as follows: We first review related
work in Section 2. Section 3 describes several methods to
automatically generate a subjectivity lexicon in the target
language, and evaluates the lexicons using both in vitro
(manual evaluation of the lexicon entries) and in vivo
(embedding of the lexicons in a subjectivity annotation tool)
approaches. Section 4 describes methods to perform subjectivity analysis by relying on sentence-level annotations.
All the methods proposed are thoroughly evaluated on gold
standard data sets in Romanian (Ro) and Spanish (Es), and
the results are compared and discussed. Finally, Section 5
gives concluding remarks and provides a “big picture”
comparison of the approaches discussed in the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Recently, resources and tools for subjectivity and sentiment
analysis developed for English have been used as a starting
point to build resources in other languages, via crosslingual projections or monolingual and multilingual bootstrapping. Several directions were followed, focused on
leveraging annotation schemes, lexica, corpora, and automated annotation systems. Since most researchers have
focused on sentiment analysis due to the popular task of
analyzing product or movie reviews (further motivated by
the large amount of online data in multiple languages that
can be used in this subarea of subjectivity analysis), where
we cannot reference papers related to subjectivity, we cite
some articles focusing on polarity, because the methods are
often times comparable, even though the results are not.
The English annotation scheme developed by Wiebe et al.
[17] for opinionated text lays the groundwork for the
research carried out by Esuli et al. [39] when annotating
expressions of private state in the Italian Content Annotation
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Bank. Sentiment and subjectivity lexica such as the one
included with the OpinionFinder distribution [36], the
General Inquirer [24], or the SentiWordNet [22] were
transferred into Chinese [40], [41] and into Romanian [42].
English corpora manually annotated for subjectivity or
sentiment such as MPQA [17] or the multidomain sentiment
classification corpus [43] were subjected to experiments in
Spanish, Romanian, or Chinese upon automatic translation
[44], [16]. Furthermore, tools developed for English were
used to determine sentiment or subjectivity labeling for a
given target language by transferring the text to English and
applying an English classifier on the resulting data. The
labels were then transferred back into the target language
[45], [44], [13]. These experiments were carried out in Arabic,
Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Spanish, and Romanian.

2.1 Subjectivity Lexicon Construction
Many subjectivity and sentiment analysis tools rely on
manually or semiautomatically constructed lexicons [5],
[32], [11]. The availability of such lexicons enables the
construction of efficient rule-based subjectivity and sentiment classifiers that rely on the presence of lexicon entries
in the text.
Most of the work to date on subjectivity lexicon
construction has assumed advanced natural language
processing tools such as syntactic parsers [46] or tools for
information extraction [32], or the availability of broadcoverage rich lexical resources such as WordNet [47].
However, such tools and resources are available only for
a handful of languages, which limits the applicability of
these approaches. Instead, in the methods introduced in
Section 3, we try to minimize the resources required to
build a subjectivity lexicon. Thus, these methods are
potentially applicable to a large number of the languages
spoken worldwide.
Kim and Hovy [11] present a method for lexicon
induction that is embedded in an automatic system that
identifies opinions in e-mails. They use a set of seeds in
English that are propagated through the WordNet structure
[47]. The seeds are grouped based on polarity into positive,
negative, and neutral classes, and they are expanded by
navigating the synonym relationship encoded in WordNet
while enforcing their closeness to the most probable
polarity class. The enriched set is then transferred into
German through a statistical word alignment obtained by
applying the Giza++ toolkit2 on the European Parliament
corpus.3 Building on this approach, Rao and Ravichandran
[48] introduce a sentiment lexicon construction method that
uses the WordNet graph and the relationships it entails to
extend polarity classification to other words using graph
based semisupervised learning algorithms, such as mincuts,
randomized mincuts, and label propagation. The latter
algorithm is the best performing one and was applied to
Hindi (employing the Hindi WordNet4) and to French
(using the OpenOffice thesaurus5).
2.
3.
4.
5.

http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html.
http://www.statmt.org/europarl/.
http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wordnet/webhwn/.
http://www.openoffice.org/.
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Our approach describing bootstrapping a subjectivity
lexicon in a target language from a small set of seed words
(see Section 3.2) relates most closely to the method
proposed by Turney and Littman [26] for the construction
of lexicons annotated for polarity in English. His algorithm
starts with a few positive and negative seeds, and then uses
data from the web together with a similarity method
(pointwise mutual information) to automatically grow this
seed list. Our approach differs from [26] in three important
ways: First, we address the task of subjectivity lexicon
construction, and not polarity lexicons. Second, our method
learns a subjectivity lexicon in a target language relying
on fewer, smaller-scale resources compared to Turney’s
method (which uses a very large terabyte corpus consisting
of all the English web documents indexed by the Altavista
search engine).6 Third, we also explore using different
groupings of seeds to understand what variation allows for
the most comprehensive similarity (from a subjectivity
perspective) to transpire.

2.2 Automatic Subjectivity Tagging
Automatic subjectivity classification has followed two paths,
namely lexicon based and corpus based. The former uses a
set of predefined heuristics that give a particular weight to
lexicon entries encountered in a span of text and decide their
cumulative effect in labeling the text as subjective or
objective [32] or polar [11]. We have followed a similar
technique when performing in vivo evaluations of the
lexicons, we extracted in the target language in Section 3.
The corpus-based methods build a model directly from
the annotated corpora and infer heuristics automatically
based on the learning algorithm of choice. Following this
latter approach, Wan [16] constructs a polarity cotraining
system by using the multilingual views obtained through
the automatic translation of product reviews into Chinese
and English. His algorithm uses two SVM classifiers, one in
Chinese and one in English based on unigram and bigram
language models that make high-precision polarity predictions by targeting primarily those unlabeled examples that
are most similar to the examples already in the training set.
Initially, the training set consists of a data set of labeled
examples in English and their counterpart in Chinese.
Then, the first iteration of cotraining is performed, and a set
of unlabeled instances is classified and added to the
training set so that it can be used to retrain the two
classifiers at the next iteration. In a similar vein, Prettenhofer and Stein [49] investigate cross-lingual sentiment
classification using a method inspired by the domain
adaptation approach with structural correspondence learning proposed by Blitzer et al. [43].
Also focusing on sentiment analysis are the methods
proposed in [50], [51], where multiple languages are used to
build more robust sentiment classifiers. In [50], multilingual
topics are learned using Latent Dirichlet Allocation. The
model identifies vocabulary partitions that are consistent
across different languages in terms of meaning and
relevance to sentiment. The method does not require neither
parallel text nor machine translation, and it only needs a
few resources to bridge the languages (e.g., WordNets in
6. http://www.altavista.com/.
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multiple languages or bilingual dictionaries). Instead, [51]
relies on unlabeled parallel data to augment existing labeled
data sets using a joint bilingual bootstrapping model. Both
methods are found to improve significantly over the
monolingual baselines, demonstrating the usefulness of
the multilingual representations.

3

LEVERAGING ON WORD-LEVEL SUBJECTIVITY
ANNOTATIONS

Many subjectivity and sentiment analysis tools rely on
manually or semiautomatically constructed lexicons [5],
[32], [11]. Given the success of such techniques, the first
approach described in Section 3.1 is based on creating a
subjectivity lexicon in the target language by translating a
source language lexicon. The second approach explored in
Section 3.2 focuses on extracting a subjectivity lexicon
within a given target language starting from a small seed set
of manually translated subjective entries. Both methods are
evaluated by building a rule-based classifier that relies on
the generated lexicons to perform subjectivity annotations
in the target language.

3.1 Translating a Subjectivity Lexicon
We employ the OpinionFinder subjectivity lexicon (see
Section 1.4). Since this subjectivity lexicon is compiled based
on occurrences in actual text, our first task is to extract words
in the form in which they may appear in a dictionary. Due to
the fact that some of the entries present discrepancies, we
implement a voting mechanism that takes into consideration
the additional annotations such as part-of-speech, polarity,
and so on, accompanying every entry to decide on the correct
part-of-speech information and lemma. In case of a tie, we
query WordNet to decide which form to consider. To
exemplify, let us consider the word “atrocities.”
atrocities: flen ¼ 1; word1 ¼ atrocities;
othertypes ¼ metaboot " 2000nouns-strongsubj;
pos1 ¼ adj; highprec ¼ yes;
polannsrc ¼ ph; stem1 ¼ atrocity:noun;
origtypes ¼ metaboot " 2000nouns-strongsubj;
RF E ¼ tff; origpats ¼ %atrocitieskadjkn%;
mpqapolarity ¼ strongneg; stemmed1 ¼ n;
MISS ¼ t; intensity ¼ high;
type ¼ metaboot " 2000nouns-strongsubjg:

For this entry, the origpats field suggests an erroneous
adjective classification, further supported by the pos1 field.
Our voting mechanism is, however, able to accurately
decide on the correct part-of-speech, by taking into
consideration the othertypes, stem1, origtypes, origpats,
stemmed1, and type fields. Therefore, this subjective entry
is corrected, and its lemma becomes “atrocity,” while its
part-of-speech is updated to noun.
We select from the lexicon only those entries composed
of a single word, and labeled as either strong or weak
(as provided by the mpqapolarity field). Upon optionally
adjudicating the POS discrepancies (for approximately
2 percent of the entries), we obtain two finalized versions
of the subjectivity lexicon in the source language, each
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containing 5,339 entries. Next, to perform the translation in
the target language, we use the Ectaco online dictionary.7
This service provides translations into 25 languages, and
each dictionary features more than 400,000 entries. We
chose this resource so we can conduct a quality assessment
of our approach, by carrying out translation experiments
from the source language into two languages that are both
supported by the Ectaco online dictionary, namely Romanian and Spanish.
There were several challenges encountered in the
translation process. First, although the English subjectivity
lexicon contains inflected words, we must use the lemmatized form to be able to translate the entries using the
bilingual dictionary. However, words may lose their
subjective meaning once lemmatized. For instance, the
inflected form of “memories” becomes “memory.” Once
translated into Romanian (as “memorie”), its main meaning
is objective, referring to the power of retaining information
as in: “Iron supplements may improve a woman’s memory.”8 Therefore, it is very difficult if not impossible to
recreate the inflection, as Romanian does not have a
synonym for “memories” from the same lexical family.
Second, neither the lexicon nor the bilingual dictionary
provides information on the sense of the individual
entries, and therefore, the translation has to rely on the
most probable sense in the target language. Fortunately,
the bilingual dictionary lists the translations in reverse
order of their usage frequencies. Nonetheless, the ambiguity of the words and the translations still seem to
represent an important source of error. Moreover, the
lexicon sometimes includes identical entries expressed
through different parts of speech, e.g., “grudge” has two
separate entries, for its noun and verb roles, respectively.
On the other hand, the bilingual dictionary may not make
this distinction, and therefore, we may have again to rely
on the most frequent heuristic captured by the translation
order in the bilingual dictionary.
Third, Romanian and Spanish do not offer direct
translations for the multitude of adverbs suffixed by -ly in
English (e.g., the adverb “freely” obtained from the noun
“free” can be translated into Romanian or Spanish only as a
phrase (Ro: “ı̂n libertate,” Es: “con libertad”; En: “in/with
freedom”)). Others, such as “staunchly” or “solicitously” do
not return any translations.
The Ectaco dictionary provided similar coverage for both
our target languages, as 1,580 entries were translated into
Romanian (29.6 percent) and 2,009 (37.6 percent) into
Spanish, respectively. Table 2 shows examples of entries
in the Romanian and Spanish lexicons, together with their
corresponding original English form. The table also shows
the reliability of the expression (weak or strong) and the partof-speech, both attributes being provided in the English
subjectivity lexicon.
Our method involving translating a subjectivity lexicon
was initially published in [42]. Here, we expand on that
work in several ways: 1) we provide a method for correcting
erroneous part-of-speech annotations provided by OpinionFinder; 2) we conduct additional experiments to evaluate
7. http://www.ectaco.co.uk/free-online-dictionaries/.
8. The correct translation in this case for the plural “memories” would
have been “amintiri.”
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TABLE 2
Sample Entries from the Subjectivity Lexica

TABLE 3
Evaluation of 150 Entries in the Romanian (Ro)
and Spanish (Es) Lexicons, and Comparison
with the OpinionFinder English Lexicon (OFlex )

the performance achieved by translating using the most
frequent sense versus a part of speech-based sense;
and 3) we duplicate our experiments in a new language
(Spanish) and compare the results.

translation are less reliable than the original set of English
clues. Only 70 percent of the translated entries into
Romanian and 72 percent of those translated into Spanish
are considered unequivocally subjective by the judges. Also,
about 19 percent of the entries automatically ported to both
Romanian and Spanish have ambiguous subjective meanings. It is also interesting to note that the behavior of the
two languages is very similar, as they differ by at most three
annotations for each tag category.
In several cases, the subjectivity is lost in translation,
mainly due to word ambiguity in either the source or target
language, or both. For instance, the word “fragile” correctly
translates into Romanian as “fragil,” yet this word is
frequently used to refer to breakable objects, and it loses
its subjective meaning of “delicate.” Other words completely lose subjectivity once translated (such as “one sided,”
which becomes “cu o singur!
a latur!
a” in Romanian, meaning
“with only one side” (as of objects)). In the case of verb
“appreciate” translated into Romanian as “aprecia,” which
is a polysemous verb denoting a frequent objective meaning
of “gaining value” (as of currencies); in Spanish, the word
was translated as “estimar” (“estimate”), which involves a
far more clear subjective judgment.
In other cases, the translation adds frequent objective
meanings through part-of-speech transfer. One example is
the adverb “icy,” which the dictionary translates into the
noun “gheaţ!
a” (“ice”) in Romanian; due to the transfer in
part-of-speech, the translation candidate has only an
objective meaning.
In a similar way, the word strut (see definition below)
appears in the subjectivity lexicon as a verb. Upon
translation, its correspondent in Spanish becomes the noun
puntal, with the meaning of strut (noun, first dictionary
sense), with a clear objective meaning and use.

3.1.1 Manual Evaluation
We want to assess the quality of the translated lexicons,
and compare them to the quality of the original English
lexicon. The English subjectivity lexicon was evaluated in
[37] against a corpus of English-language news articles
manually annotated for subjectivity (the MPQA corpus
[17]). According to that evaluation, 85 percent of the
instances of the clues marked as strong and 71.5 percent
of the clues marked as weak appear in subjective sentences
in the MPQA corpus, where 55 percent of the sentences in
this corpus are subjective.
Since there are no comparable Romanian or Spanish
corpora, an alternate way to judge the subjectivity of the
translated lexicon entries is needed. Two native speakers,
one of Romanian and one of Spanish, annotated the
subjectivity of 150 randomly selected entries in the
generated lexica. They were presented with the original
English subjective entry and the automatically translated
one. Due to word ambiguity, and the inability of a human to
immediately recall all the possible uses of a given word, we
assisted the judges by providing the first approximately
100 snippets containing the translated word, based on a
query to the Google search engine (restricted to either
Spanish or Romanian). Since many of the sites in languages
with fewer electronic resources publish news, whose
content changes more frequently thus influencing the
Google search results ranking, a large number of snippets
originates from the news domain. The subjectivity of a word
was consequently judged from the contexts in which it most
frequently appeared, thus, accounting for its most frequent
meaning on the web. The tag set used for the annotations
consists of Subj(ective), Obj(ective), and Both.9 A Wrong label
is also used to indicate a wrong translation. Additionally,
for the Subj(ective) and Both labels, the judges added
strength granularity, resulting in weak and strong annotations. An entry is considered strong when its appearance in
a given context would render the entire text subjective. In
contrast, a weak entry contains a certain level of subjectivity,
yet a sentence in which a weak entry appears may not be
labeled as subjective based on this clue alone. Table 3
summarizes the two annotators’ judgments on this data.
Thus, the study presented in Table 3 suggests that the
Romanian and Spanish subjectivity clues derived through
9. Both is used when the word does not have a clear subjective or objective
predominant use, but can rather appear in both types of contexts equally.

strut (Merriam Webster online dictionary)
intransitive verb: 1) to become turgid, swell; 2a) To walk with
a proud gait, 2b) to walk with a pompous and affected air
transitive verb: to parade (as clothes) with a show of pride
noun: 1) a structural piece designed to resist pressure in the
direction of its length; 2) a pompous step or walk; and
3) arrogant behavior, swagger

3.2 Growing a Subjectivity Lexicon
A different path to generate a subjectivity lexicon in a target
language is to acquire a large subjectivity lexicon by
bootstrapping from a few manually selected seeds. At each
iteration, the seed set is expanded with related words found
in an on line dictionary, which are filtered by using a
measure of word similarity. The bootstrapping process is
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TABLE 4
Sample Entries from the Initial Seed Set in Romanian (Ro)/
Spanish (Es) Accompanied by Their English Translations

illustrated in Fig. 1 in the supplementary material, which can
be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/T-AFFC.2013.1).

3.2.1 Seed Set
We use a preliminary set of 60 seeds, evenhandedly
sampled from verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. This
allows for a good coverage in each part-of-speech grouping
(approximately 15 words), thus, enabling experiments in a
variety of settings when growing the subjectivity lexicon
(seed versus candidate, POS group versus candidate, all versus
candidate). While seeds can easily be obtained directly in the
target language, without the need of manual translation
from a source language, to maintain similar experimental
settings across languages, we opted to manually translate
the seeds into Romanian and Spanish starting from handpicked strong subjective entries appearing in the English
subjectivity lexicon. Table 4 shows a sample of the entries in
the initial seed set translated into the target languages,
accompanied by the initial seed word in English.
3.2.2 Dictionary
For each seed word we collect candidates, namely all openclass words appearing in the definition, as well as
synonyms and antonyms, if available.10
In our experiments, for the Romanian dictionary we use
Dex online,11 while for the Spanish dictionary we query the
Diccionario de la lengua española12 maintained by the Real
Academia Española institution. Similar dictionaries are
available for many other languages; when online dictionaries are not available, they can be obtained at relatively low
cost through optical character recognition (OCR) performed
on a hard copy dictionary.
3.2.3 Bootstrapping Iterations
For each seed word, a query is formulated against the
explicative dictionary available in the target language (see
Fig. 1, available in the online supplementary material). From
the definitions obtained, a list of related words is extracted
and added to the list of candidates if they were not already
encountered, if they are longer than three characters, and if
they do not appear in a list of stopwords.
10. Since we expand and process all the possible meanings for each
candidate word, word ambiguity is not an issue for our method.
11. http://www.dexonline.ro.
12. http://buscon.rae.es/draeI/.
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We used three different variants to filter the candidate
words. The first focuses on capturing the similarity between
the original seed word that extracted the candidate and the
candidate (seed versus candidate). The second variation
groups together all seeds with the same part-of-speech,
and proposes calculating the similarity between the
candidate and the group with the part-of-speech that
extracted it (POS group versus candidate). The third variation
filters candidates based on their similarity with the entire
original seed set (all versus candidate).13 The bootstrapping
process continues to the next iteration until a maximum
number of iterations is reached.
Note that the part-of-speech information is not maintained during the bootstrapping process, as candidate
words occurring in the definitions belong to different
parts-of-speech and we do not use a POS tagger (because
we want the method to be easily portable to other
languages). Although the initial seed set is balanced with
respect to syntactic categories, as candidate words are
extracted, the balance may tilt toward one of the categories
by the end of the bootstrapping process.

3.2.4 Filtering
To remove noise from the lexicon, we implemented a
filtering step that takes into account the similarity between
the original seeds (in the three variations mentioned
earlier) and each of the candidates. We experimented with
two corpus-based measures of similarity, namely the
Pointwise Mutual Information [52] and Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) [53], [54]. We ultimately decided to use
only LSA, as both methods provided similar results, but
the LSA-based method was significantly faster and
required less training data. In our experiments, we used
the Infomap NLP14 implementation of LSA. After each
iteration, only candidates with a LSA score higher than 0.4
(determined empirically) are considered to be expanded in
the next iteration.
Upon bootstrapping termination, the subjectivity lexicons constructed incrementally after each iteration consist
of a ranked list of candidates in decreasing order of
similarity to the three seed set variations. A variable
filtering threshold can be used to enforce the selection of
only the most closely related candidates, resulting in more
restrictive and pure subjectivity lexicons. In our experiments, we used the following thresholds: 0.40 (i.e., the
lexicon resulting after the bootstrapping process without
additional filtering), 0.45, 0.50, and 0.55.
LSA modules were trained on two approximately
55 million word corpora constructed for Romanian and
Spanish, respectively. Smaller corpora are also feasible [55],
yet to obtain a more accurate LSA similarity measure, larger
data sets are desirable. Corpora can be obtained for many
low-resource languages by using semiautomatic methods
for corpus construction [56]. The Romanian corpus was
created from a set of editorials collected from Romanian
13. The intuition behind using P0S groupings is that we will be able to
capture functionally similar words which, since they are compared to a
subjective set of seeds, will also be subjective. In the case of the “all”
grouping, we expect a stronger measure of subjectivity to emerge, as
subjective dimensions end up being added together.
14. http://infomap-nlp.sourceforge.net.
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newspapers, a publicly available Romanian literature
accessible from WikiSource, the Romanian Wikipedia, and
the manual translation of a subset of the SemCor data set
[38] into Romanian. The Spanish corpus is similar in
composition to the Romanian data set, yet we only used
one-seventh of the Spanish Wikipedia, no editorials, and no
SemCor data. We limited the size of this corpus to create
settings that are as similar as possible to the experiments
conducted in Romanian. Also, our choice to add literature
works or editorials to the mix is motivated by the need to
increase the occurrence of potentially subjective entries in
the corpora. Since Wikipedia is considered to be an
encyclopedic resource, its usage of subjective entries may
be limited, therefore impairing LSA’s ability in calculating
similarity among subjective words.
We initially proposed this method in [55]. The current
work adds the following improvements: 1) we expand the
measure of word relatedness to include either a subset of
subjective seeds (based on part of speech information), or
the entire set; 2) we extend our experiments to Spanish; and
3) we use a larger corpus to train the LSA model to obtain
more accurate relatedness measures.

3.3 Gold Standard
We evaluate our results against a gold standard consisting
of 504 sentences extracted from the English SemCor corpus
[38]. These sentences were manually translated into
Romanian panish, resulting in two parallel test sets for the
two languages. Two Romanian native speakers annotated
the Romanian sentences individually, and the differences
were adjudicated through discussions. The agreement of the
two annotators is 0.83 percent (! ¼ 0:67); when the
uncertain annotations are removed, the agreement rises to
0.89 (! ¼ 0:77). The two annotators reached consensus on all
sentences for which they disagreed, resulting in a goldstandard data set with 272 (54 percent) subjective sentences
and 232 (46 percent) objective sentences. The same
subjectivity annotations developed for Romanian are also
ported to the Spanish test set. The test set is further
processed by removing diacritics and any nonliteral
characters. The corpus-based methods described in Section 4
use this version of the test sets. For the lexicon-based
methods proposed earlier in this section, the test data are
further lemmatized to allow for a match with the automatically extracted candidates from the dictionaries. Lemmatization for Romanian is performed automatically using
the module provided by the LanguageWeaver translation
engine.15 For Spanish, we use the TreeTagger program.16
More details about this data set are available in [42].
3.4 Evaluation and Discussion
Our experiments suggest that five bootstrapping iterations
are sufficient to extract a subjectivity lexicon, as the number
of features saturates during the last iteration. Figs. 2, 3, and
4, available in the online supplementary material, exemplify
the lexicon acquisition in both Romanian and Spanish
through all five iterations, using different filtering variations as proposed in Section 3.2.3. As suggested by the
15. http://www.languageweaver.com.
16. Developed by Helmut Schmid as part of the TC project at the Institute
for Computational Linguistics, University of Stuttgart.
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graphs, as a stricter similarity between the seeds and
the candidates is enforced, a lower number of entries
are extracted. Also, the number of entries extracted in
Romanian are consistently fewer when compared to
Spanish by a factor of at least 1 to 2, resulting in a lower
lexicon coverage in this language. For the various evaluations presented further, we use an LSA threshold of 0.5.
The variations we proposed for the filtering step during
the bootstrapping process resulted in three lexicons for
Romanian and Spanish, respectively, which are evaluated
by using them with a rule-based sentence-level subjectivity
classifier. Briefly, the rule-based algorithm labels as subjective a sentence that contains two or more entries that
appear in the subjectivity lexicon, and as objective a
sentence that has one or fewer entries, respectively. The
algorithm is derived based on the rules described in [37],
which were modified to account for the fact that no strong/
weak confidence labels are available.
The sentence-level subjectivity classification results are
shown in Tables 7 and 8, available in the online supplementary material.17 By using the extracted lexicons alone,
we were able to obtain a rule-based subjectivity classifier
with an overall F-measure of 64.29 (seed), 56.94 (POS group),
and 52.38 percent (all), for Romanian, and 57.54 (seed), 64.09
(POS group), 69.64 percent (all), for Spanish. The seed
variation of the bootstrapping process entails a more lax
similarity, because it focuses on extracting candidates based
on their closeness to an individual seed word, and therefore, is able to extract the largest lexicons in our experiments both in Romanian and Spanish (see Fig. 2, available
in the online supplementary material). The other two
variations gradually enforce a stricter similarity, as the
comparison is first made against 15 seeds for the POS group,
and then against 60 seeds for the all set. Each candidate in
this case not only has to display similarity with one of the
seeds, but with each and every element composing the set.
For this reason, the POS group variation is able to extract a
medium size lexicon (Fig. 3, available in the online
supplementary material), while the all variation derives
the most compact and highly correlated lexicon (Fig. 4,
available in the online supplementary material), in both
Romanian and Spanish.
As noticed from Tables 7 and 8, available in the online
supplementary material, Romanian seems to exhibit an
opposite F-measure pattern over the method variations
when compared to Spanish. Yet, this is only a superficial
assessment. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, available in the
online supplementary material, the subjectivity precision
and recall curves perform very similar in both Romanian
and Spanish. The only factor that creates a discrepancy is
the low recall level obtained for Romanian when using the
all variation. This anomaly results from the extremely low
coverage of the Romanian subjectivity lexicon extracted by
this method (at most 300 entries), and should we have had
access to a more elaborate Romanian dictionary, and
through it to a reacher set of candidates, we expect the
behavior of the recall curves to correct and be consistent in
the three variations of the method across the two languages.
17. We used the Statistics::Contingency Perl module for all the evaluations;
the reported overall precision, recall and F-measure are microaveraged.
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TABLE 5
Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-Measure (F) for
the Automatic Translation of the Subjectivity
Lexicon of Strength Weak and Strong

We can, therefore, conclude that if all the bootstrapping
variations are able to extract a lexicon of around 1,000
entries, then the best results should be obtained by the
setup enforcing the strictest similarity (all).
Furthermore, Tables 7 and 8, available in the online
supplementary material, show that the best overall Fmeasure and the best subjective F-measure seem to be
obtained using the lexicon generated after the fifth iteration,
which provides a consistent classification pattern. For
Spanish, for example, the highest subjective F-measure
obtained in the last iteration is 74.20 percent, whereas for
Romanian is 65.25 percent.
We compare our results with those obtained by
automatically translating a subjectivity lexicon, as described in Section 3.1. In that method, a subjectivity lexicon
is automatically obtained through the translation of the
strong and weak entries composing the English subjectivity
lexicon available in OpinionFinder. The translation focuses
on automatically acquiring the most frequent sense, regardless of the part-of-speech information adjoining the original
English entry. Two lexicons are obtained using this
method: A Romanian lexicon consisting of 1,580 entries,
and a Spanish lexicon of 2,009 entries, respectively. We
apply the same rule-based classifier and use the same goldstandard data set as used in testing the bootstrapping
method. The results are shown in the top part of Table 5.
We also conduct an additional experiment (part-of-speechbased sense) to test whether the automatic translation of the
lexicon may perform better if we utilize the part-of-speech
annotation from the English subjectivity lexicon to disambiguate among candidate translations in the target language. We start with the subjectivity lexicon annotated with
the corrected part-of-speech tag (explained in Section 3.1).
We then use the same Ectaco dictionary for performing
lexicon translations into Romanian and Spanish. If the
online dictionary offers a translation candidate for the partof-speech projected from English, then we accept the first
entry among the translations. Otherwise, the English entry
is disregarded. The resulting lexicons in both Romanian
and Spanish are about 50 words shorter (Romanian:
1,509 entries, Spanish: 1,953 entries) when compared to the
more generic first sense translation counterparts. Despite
the additional effort entailed in correcting the part-of-speech
and enforcing it in a bilingual dictionary, the results show
only a marginal 1 percent improvement in F-measure for
both languages (see the bottom part of Table 5).
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To asses whether the best option to extract a subjectivity
lexicon in a target language is by direct translation of a
source language subjectivity lexicon, or by growing the
target language lexicon from a small number of seeds, we
compare Tables 7 and 8, available in the online supplementary material, showing the bootstrapping results, with
Table 5, which shows the lexicon translation results. The
overall F-measure obtained for Romanian after the fifth
iteration, a LSA threshold of 0.5 and the seed variation is
64.29 percent, being higher by 8.34 or 7.54 percent when
compared to the most frequent sense or the part-of-speech-based
sense overall F-measure, respectively. The results for
Spanish are even more compelling, as the best bootstrapping results achieved under the POS variation is
69.64 percent F-measure, while the most frequent sense and
the part-of-speech-based sense reach 58.53 and 59.72 percent. It
is also important to note that the bilingual dictionary
extracts more candidates than the bootstrapping process is
able to, yet they appear less frequently in the target
language, therefore hampering the recall of the rule-based
classifier, and undermining a high-subjectivity F-measure.
Based on these aspects, we can, therefore, conclude that a
more reliable subjectivity lexicon can be extracted directly
in a target language, instead of requiring a sizeable
subjectivity lexicon in a source language and a bridging
bilingual dictionary.

4

LEVERAGING ON SENTENCE-LEVEL SUBJECTIVITY
ANNOTATIONS

In this section, we explore the potential of leveraging on
sentence-level subjectivity annotations ported from the
source language to generate the resources required to build
subjectivity annotation tools in a given target language. We,
therefore, explore two scenarios we presented in [44]. First,
assuming a corpus manually annotated for subjectivity
exists in the source language, we can use machine
translation to create a corpus annotated for subjectivity in
the target language. Second, assuming a tool for automatic
subjectivity analysis exists in the source language, we can
use this tool together with a manually or automatically
generated parallel text to create a corpus annotated for
subjectivity in the target language.
To perform a comprehensive investigation, we propose
four experiments as described below. The first scenario,
based on a corpus manually annotated for subjectivity, is
exemplified by the first experiment. The second scenario,
based on a corpus automatically annotated with a tool for
subjectivity analysis, is subsequently divided into three
experiments depending on the type of parallel text (manual
or automatic), and the direction of the translation. Given a
source and a target language, the choice of the best scenario
to be used depends on the resources available for that
source and target language.
In all four experiments, we use English as a source
language, given that it has both a corpus manually
annotated for subjectivity (MPQA [17]) and a tool for
subjectivity analysis (OpinionFinder [36]).
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4.1 Manually Annotated Corpora
Experiment 1: Machine translation of manually annotated
corpora. In this experiment, we start from a corpus in the
source language, which is manually annotated for subjectivity. The data are transferred into the target language
through the intercession of a machine translation engine,
and then it is augmented with subjectivity labels projected
from the source language annotations.
We use the MPQA corpus (see Section 1.4). After the
automatic translation of the corpus and the projection of the
annotations, we obtain a large corpus of 9,700 subjectivityannotated sentences in the target language, which can be
used to train a subjectivity classifier.
4.2 Automatically Annotated Corpora
As a raw corpus, we use a subset of the English SemCor
corpus (introduced in Section 1.4) that excludes the goldstandard data set described in Section 3.3. This text or a
machine translated version of it into English is processed
with the aid of the high-coverage classifier embedded in the
OpinionFinder tool (see Section 1.4), resulting in automatic
sentence-level subjectivity annotations.
Experiment 2: Manually translated parallel text. In the
second experiment, we assume we have access to a tool for
subjectivity annotation developed for the source language,
and to a manually constructed parallel text in both the
source and target language. We are, therefore, able to
generate automatic subjectivity annotations for the source
data set, which we can project via the parallel text into the
target language. This scenario results in an automatically
annotated subjectivity data set in the target language, which
can be used to train an automatic classifier in that language.
Since this experiment uses manually translated parallel
text, both the subjectivity annotation tool in the source
language and the training of the classifier in the target
language are performed on correct human generated text.
Therefore, this setup should provide better results when
compared to the machine translation experiments.
Experiment 3: Machine translation of source language
training data. In the third experiment, we hypothesize that
the only resources available are a tool for subjectivity
annotation in the source language and a collection of raw
texts, also in the source language. The source language text
is automatically annotated for subjectivity and then
translated into the target language. In this way, we produce
a subjectivity annotated corpus that we can use to train a
subjectivity annotation tool for the target language.
Note that in this experiment, the annotation of subjectivity is carried out on the original source language text,
and thus expected to be more accurate than if it were
applied on automatically translated text. However, the
training data in the target language are produced by
automatic translation, and thus likely to contain errors.
Experiment 4: Machine translation of target language training
data. The fourth experiment is similar to the third one,
except that we reverse the direction of the translation. We
translate raw text that is available in the target language
into the source language, and then use a subjectivity
annotation tool to label the automatically translated source
language text. After the annotation, the labels are projected
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back into the target language, and the resulting annotated
corpus is used to train a subjectivity classifier.
In this experiment, the subjectivity annotations are
carried out on automatically generated source text, and
thus expected to be less accurate. However, because the
training data were originally written in the target language,
it is free of translation errors, and thus, training carried out
on this data should be more robust.
Upper bound (UB): Machine translation of target language
test data. For comparison purposes, we also propose an
experiment that plays the role of an UB on the machine
translation methods proposed in Section 4. It involves the
automatic translation of the test data from the target
language into the source language. The source language
text is then annotated for subjectivity using OpinionFinder,
followed by the projection of the resulting labels back into
the target language.
Unlike the previous experiments, in this setup we only
generate subjectivity-annotated resources, and we do not
build and evaluate a stand-alone subjectivity analysis tool
for the target language. Further training of a machine
learning algorithm, as in experiments three and four, is
required to build a subjectivity analysis tool. Thus, this
study is an evaluation of the resources generated in the
target language, which represents an UB on the performance of any machine learning algorithm that would be
trained on these resources.

4.3 Evaluation and Results
Our evaluations are carried out on Romanian and Spanish
(where data availability allows). The performance of each of
the four experiments proposed in this section is evaluated
using the same gold-standard described in Section 3.3. To
evaluate our methods, we generate a training corpus
annotated for subjectivity based on projections from the
source language, for both Romanian and Spanish. We feed
the document-label pair to a machine learner under the
hypothesis that these labels are the accurate annotations for
the target sentences. We assume that any possible translation
or annotation errors in the training data will be eventually
voted out during the training of the classifiers. For learning,
we use a state-of-the-art learning algorithm, namely SVM.
Support vector machines (SVM) [57], [58] is a machine
learning approach based on decision planes. The algorithm
tries to render the optimal hyper-plane that separates the
set of points associated with different class labels resulting
in a maximum-margin. The unlabeled examples are then
classified by deciding on which side of the hypersurface
they reside. This type of learning is advantageous with a
noisy training data such as the one provided in our
scenario. We use the implementation available in the
AI::Categorizer PERL module with a linear kernel, because
it was proved to be as powerful as other kernels in text
classification experiments [59].
We also apply feature selection, and keep the top
50 percent discriminating features, according to a tf:idf
weighting scheme using raw term frequencies normalized
by the length of the document vector [60].
For Romanian, the automatic translation of the MPQA
and of the SemCor corpus was performed using Language
Weaver,18 a commercial statistical machine translation
18. http://www.languageweaver.com/.
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TABLE 6
Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-Measure (F) for Section 4
Experiments; Manual Subjectivity Annotations: E1—Source to
Target Language Machine Translation; Automatic Subjectivity
Annotations: E2—Parallel Text, E3—Source to Target
Language Machine Translation, E4—Target to Source
Language Machine Translation; Upper Bound: UB

software. For Spanish, both corpora were translated using
the Google Translation Service,19 a publicly available
machine translation engine also based on statistical machine
translation. Due to the fact that we did not have access to a
manual translation into Spanish of the SemCor training
data, we were unable to replicate Experiments 2 and 4 for
this language. We could have used another Spanish text
instead, but, because the data set would have been different,
the results would not have been directly comparable. The
resulting text in the target languages was postprocessed by
removing diacritics, stopwords, and numbers.
The results obtained by running the four experiments
on Romanian and Spanish are shown in Table 6. The
baseline on this data set is 54.16 percent, represented by
the percentage of sentences in the corpus that are
subjective, and the UB is 71.83 percent, which is the
accuracy obtained under the scenario where the test data
are translated into the source language and then annotated
using the high-coverage OpinionFinder tool. All the results
are statistically significant at p < 0:05 when compared to a
random output following the class distribution present in
the gold standard.
For Romanian, the first experiment, involving the
automatic translation of the MPQA corpus enhanced with
manual annotations for subjectivity at sentence level, does
not seem to perform well when compared to the experiments in which automatic subjectivity classification is used
on either manual or automatically generated text. This
could imply that a classifier cannot be so easily trained on
the cues that humans use to express subjectivity, especially
when they are not overtly expressed in the sentence and,
thus, can be lost in the translation. Instead, the automatic
annotations produced with a rule-based tool (OpinionFinder), relying on overt mentions of words in a subjectivity
lexicon, seem to be more robust to translation, further
resulting in better classification results. To exemplify,
consider the following subjective sentence from the MPQA
corpus, which does not include overt clues of subjectivity,
but was annotated as subjective by the human judges
because of its structure:
19. http://www.google.com/translate_t.

It is the P alestinians that are calling for the
implementation of the agreements; understandings;
and recommendations pertaining to the
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P alestinian-Israeli conflict:
A unigram classifier will not be able to determine that
the author of this sentence is using word topology to
express his opinion about the conflict. The writer is able to
state and emphasize his perspective even though it is not
overtly expressed in the sentence by any given word. A
learning algorithm will not find the above sentence very
different from Palestinians are calling for the implementation of
the agreements, understandings, and recommendations pertaining
to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, especially once stopwords
are removed.
The results of the two experiments we were able to carry
out on Spanish are shown in Table 6. Interestingly, the Fmeasure is higher for the first experiment involving the
machine translated version of a corpora manually labeled
for subjectivity, than its counterpart in Romanian. We
assume this happens because Spanish is one of the six
official United Nations languages; thus, larger amounts of
parallel texts are available to train the machine translation
system, which implies that a better quality translation can
be achieved as compared to the one available for Romanian.
Since the Spanish automatic translation seems to be closer
to a human-quality translation, we are not surprised that
this time the first experiment is able to generate a more
accurate training corpus as compared to the third experiment, surpassing the overall F-measure calculated for the
third experiment by 4.96 percent. The MPQA corpus,
because it is manually annotated and of better quality,
has a higher chance of generating a more reliable data set in
the target language. Unlike the results obtained for
Romanian in Experiments 3 and 4, in Spanish, the classifier
is not able to distinguish as well the subjective cases,
reaching a subjectivity F-measure of only 60.78 percent, and
thus penalizing the overall F-measure. As in the experiments on Romanian, when performing automatic translation of the test data, we obtain the best results with an Fmeasure of 73.41 percent, which represents the UB on our
proposed experiments.
Among the approaches proposed in this section, Experiments 3 and 4 are closest to the experiment based on
parallel text (second experiment). By using machine
translation, from English into Romanian or Spanish
(Experiment 3) or Romanian into English (Experiment 4),
and annotating this data set with the high-coverage
OpinionFinder classifier using an SVM learning algorithm,
we obtain an F-measure of 63.89/ 69.44 percent (Experiment 3), and 67.86 percent, respectively (Experiment 4).
This implies that using a parallel corpus does not produce
significantly better results when compared to automatically
generated translations, especially when the training set was
automatically annotated. This finding further suggests that
machine translation is a viable alternative to devising
subjectivity classification in a target language leveraged
on the tools existent in a source language. Despite the loss in
readability quality of the resulting automatic text, its
subjectivity content seems to be mostly rendered correctly.
The statistical machine translation engines are better
equipped to transfer the subjective sense of a word because
they disambiguate it based on n-gram language models.
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To illustrate this argument, consider the following
example:
I boil with anger:
Google translation in Romanian: Am fiert cu furie:
Google translation in Spanish: Me hierve con rabia:

ð2Þ

If the direct translation experiments described in Section 3.1 translate the verb boil into noun Ro: fierbere (as in He
brought a kettle of water to a boil.20) and noun Es: furúnculo
(with the meaning of En: furuncle), the machine translation
correctly identifies that boil is used in its verb sense. Even
though the preposition (cu) in Romanian is not the one a
native would employ, the translation of the sentence
ensures that its subjective meaning, and components, are
accurately rendered into the target language.
Finally, we also wanted to explore the impact that the
corpus size may have on the accuracy of the classifiers. We
reran Experiments 3 and 4 with 20 percent corpus size
increments at a time (Fig. 7, available in the online
supplementary material). It is interesting to note that a
corpus of approximately 6,000 sentences is able to achieve a
high enough F-measure (around 66 percent for both
experiments in Romanian and 63 percent for the Spanish
experiment) to be considered viable for training a subjectivity classifier.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND THE BIG PICTURE

In this paper, we explored various methods to transfer
subjectivity information from a source language to a
target language. We conclude the paper by summarizing
our findings, and discussing what methods worked best
and why.
We were surprised to find that automatically growing a
subjectivity lexicon in a target language starting from a
small number of manually translated seeds outperforms the
automatic translation of a fully developed subjectivity
lexicon in a source language. The amount of manual work
entailed in constructing from scratch such resources is
enormous, as it requires not only training annotators on
identifying subjective entities in a language, but also
manually tagging a large data set, and based on the
occurrence of the subjective context decide whether it is
reliable enough to be included in a specialized lexicon.
Compared to this method, translating a small number of
seeds is a trivial task. Furthermore, obtaining an explicative
dictionary in the target language and a raw corpus that can
be used for extracting similarity information should not
pose significant problems. Upon implementing such a
bootstrapping system, we can expect up to 7 percent
improvement in the overall F-measure over the method
based on direct translation. It is also interesting to observe
that despite the fact that the bootstrapping method is almost
completely unsupervised (except for the initial seed set), its
results are competitive with those obtained by the machine
learning methods.
The machine learning experiments we proposed suggest
that the use of a manual or a machine translated parallel text
annotated with an automatic subjectivity analysis tool in the
20. Example obtained from http://dictionary.reference.com/.
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major language provide similar results (within 2 percent
overall F-measure variation for both Romanian and Spanish). This suggests that all the features that could have been
leveraged from the automatic annotations are already taken
into consideration by the machine learning algorithm.
It is also interesting to note that the best results
obtained with our projection methods are only a few
percentages below what has been previously reported for
experiments on English with large manually annotated
data [61]. This suggests that the crafting of manual
resources to obtain performance figures similar to ours
can be much more time consuming and expensive than
using such projection methods.
When faced with a new language, what is the best
method that one can use to create a subjectivity analysis tool
for that language? The answer largely depends on the
monolingual resources and tools that are available for that
language, e.g., dictionaries, large corpora, natural language
processing tools, and/or the cross-lingual connections that
can be made to a major language21 such as English, e.g.,
bilingual dictionaries or parallel texts. Of course, the
quality/coverage of the resources also has a bearing on
how the results will compare to those we have obtained
here. For languages with very scarce electronic resources,
options other than translating a subjectivity lexicon may not
be feasible. We are encouraged, however, by the work
conducted by Kim et al. [62] applying our methods to new
languages such as Korean, Chinese, and Japanese, and
obtaining comparable results. This supports the Big Picture
crayoned here, at least for the more common languages.
Best scenario: Manually annotated corpora. The best scenario is when a corpus manually annotated for subjectivity
exists in the target language. Unfortunately, this is rarely
the case, as large manually annotated corpora exist only for
a handful of languages, e.g., the MPQA corpus that is
available for English [17]. If a large annotated data set is
available, a tool for automatic annotation can be easily
constructed by training a machine learning system. The task
can be, thus, regarded as a text classification problem, and
learning algorithms such as Naı̈ve Bayes, or SVM can be
used to annotate the subjectivity of new text.
Second best: Corpus-based cross-lingual projections. The
second best option is to construct an annotated data set
by doing cross-lingual projections from a major language
that has such annotations readily available. This assumes
that a “bridge” can be created between the target language
and a major language such as English, in the form of
parallel texts constructed via manual or automatic translations. By using this bridge, the corpus annotations available
in the major language can be automatically transferred into
the target language.
The translation can be performed in two directions. First,
one can take a collection of texts in the major language and
manually or automatically translate it into the target
language. In this case, if the source text is already manually
annotated for subjectivity (e.g., MPQA), then the manual
labels can be projected into the target language. Alternatively, the text in the major language can be automatically
annotated by using subjectivity analysis tools such as
21. That is, a language for which many resources and tools are
already available.
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OpinionFinder [36]. The other option is to start with texts in
the target language and translate them into the major
language. Again, the translation can be done either by hand,
or automatically. Regardless of the direction of the translation or the way it was obtained, the result is a data set in the
target language annotated for subjectivity, which can be
used to train an automatic classifier, as shown in Section 4.2.
Third best: Bootstrapping a lexicon. There are several
methods that rely on the availability of subjectivity lexicons
to build rule-based classifiers for the annotation of new text.
For instance, one of the most frequently used subjectivity
annotation tools for English is OpinionFinder [36], which is
based on a large subjectivity lexicon [20].
One of the most successful approaches for the construction of subjectivity lexicons is to bootstrap from a few
manually selected seeds. The bootstrapping can be performed using the synonyms and definitions found in an
electronic dictionary, as illustrated in Section 3.2. No
advanced language processing tools are required for this
method, only a dictionary in the target language. Starting
with a set of seeds covering all open-class words, all the
related words found in the dictionary are collected,
including the synonyms, antonyms, and words found in
the definitions. From this set of candidates, only those that
are similar to the seeds are kept for the next bootstrapping
iteration. Running the process for several iterations can
result in large lexicons with several thousands entries.
Fourth best: Translating a lexicon. If none of the previous
methods is applicable, a lexicon can be constructed by
automatically translating an already existing lexicon from a
major language. The only requirements for this approach
are a subjectivity lexicon in a source language, and a
bilingual dictionary used to automatically translate the
lexicon into the target language. The method is described
in Section 3.1. Although very simple and efficient (a lexicon
of over 5,000 entries can be created in seconds), the
accuracy of the method is rather low, mainly due to the
challenges typical to a context-free translation process:
Difficulty in selecting the most appropriate translation for
ambiguous words; small coverage for phrase translations;
mismatch between the inflected forms appearing in the
lexicon and the bilingual dictionary entry. Even so, such a
lexicon can be corrected by hand, and provide a building
block for the generation of subjectivity resources in a given
target language.
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